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I am pleased to be able to introduce the 2020–2023 strategy for Harrogate Town AFC Community
Foundation. This has been a pivotal year for the Foundation and we are proud to be moving forwards,
building on the work that has been done since our inception in 2010, playing our part in addressing local,
regional and national health and wellbeing strategies.
The Harrogate District is a thriving and attractive area, much sought after as a place to live and work.
However it is not without its challenges and health inequalities which can be overlooked, or simply
not seen, in an area that is viewed as affluent and prosperous. We believe we have a key role in improving
health and wellbeing in the area, building stronger and safer local communities and providing
enhanced life opportunities across all areas of our society.
We are grateful to have the support of Harrogate Town Football Club and want to harness the local passion
and pride that exists for the club to connect, engage and have a positive impact on the local community.
Our strategy has five core strands
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BUILD OUR CAPABILITY
GROW OUR CHARITY
DELIVER CHANGE
DEMONSTRATE THE VALUE
AND IMPACT WE MAKE
RAISE OUR PROFILE

It is ambitious, but as long as there is a need within our community our aim is to be a key part of the
solution. We are the new charity in Town and we are committed to achieving our vision for
a healthy, happy and connected Harrogate District.

Jackie

Jackie Snape
Chair of Trustees,
Harrogate Town AFC Community Foundation
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OUR COMMUNITY

COMMUNITIES

AND OUR KEY CHALLENGES
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%
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WELLBEING

%

HARROGATE HAS
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13300
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& DISTRICT

DEPRESSION

,

,
ARE LIVING WITH
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000
POPULATION
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ALCOHOL
RELATED HOSPITAL
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%
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INCREASE IN

VIOLENT CRIMES

YEAR 6

CHILDREN ARE
CONSIDERED

OBESE

THE CLUB
Whilst football is the engine of the Club, one of our priorities was the
desire to be at the heart of the community. A two-way engagement,
using our unique position in the town, to help and inspire young and old.
Harrogate Town Community Foundation was founded in 2010 and has
delivered a number of leadership programmes in primary and secondary
schools, worked with the local drug and alcohol rehab groups as well as
creating links with Harrogate Homeless Hostel delivering work based
qualifications. In the early days staff, football management and players
were very much involved in the delivery of projects.
The Community Foundation over the last ten years has continued to
grow, now a registered charity, employing full and part time staff,
assisted by passionate volunteers.
The partnership with Harrogate Town AFC Community Foundation
has gained many friends across Harrogate within the Local Authority,
the business community as well as The National League Trust,
The Premier League, The PFA and The FA. Our recent promotion to
the English Football League will give us an opportunity, with their
substantial vested interest in serving the community,
to progress further.
We are fortunate to have strong leadership and a motivated workforce to
serve the community. The football Club is proud of the achievements of
the Community Foundation and will continue to offer its wholehearted
support as it embarks on the next stage of its journey.

Irving

Irving Weaver
Chairman
Harrogate Town AFC

LONELINESS AND ITS EFFECTS
Loneliness affects roughly 10% of the population over the age of 65. It is linked to a 64% increased risk of
developing dementia, linked to the development of depression and correlated with self-reported poor health and
psychological distress. Over 76% of GPs report 1-5 patients a day come to their surgery because they are lonely.
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OUR

VISION
A HEALTHY, HAPPY
AND CONNECTED
HARROGATE
& DISTRICT.

HOW WE WILL MAKE
A DIFFERENCE
Based on the priorities within Harrogate & District we will focus
on three long term outcomes;

OUR

MISSION
TO MOTIVATE, EDUCATE,
INSPIRE AND EMPOWER
ALL PEOPLE TO ACHIEVE
THEIR POTENTIAL AND
IMPROVE THEIR QUALITY
OF LIFE.

IMPROVED
HEALTH AND
WELLBEING

STRONGER, SAFER
AND CONNECTED
COMMUNITIES

ENHANCED
LIFE
OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT

WHERE

WHO

OUR

VALUES
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

INSPIRING
INCLUSIVE
HONEST
COMMITTED
PASSIONATE

THE SCOPE
OF OUR
WORK IS

OUR WORK
WILL BE
DELIVERED

OUR WORK
WILL BE
DELIVERED TO

✔ School Sport

Our activities will be delivered
within Harrogate & District.
Primarily within identified
communities that are in
close proximity to
Harrogate Town AFC and
the surrounding areas.

Our activities will focus
on supporting;

✔ Education and learning
✔ Inclusion and disability
✔ Football Development
✔ Health and Wellbeing

✔ Children and young people
✔ Older adults
✔ People living in areas
of high socio-economic
deprivation
✔ People with or at risk of
health conditions
✔ Minority groups and people
with disabilities
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NATIONAL AND REGIONAL STRATEGIES

NATIONAL
& REGIONAL
STRATEGIES
NATIONAL
Sport and physical activity has played a major
role in British society for over a century and is
considered by many to be part of our national
identity. Its benefits include:
✔ Improving physical and mental health
✔ Enhancing confidence and self-esteem
✔ Developing social skills
✔ Supporting employment and economic growth
✔ Improving community cohesion

REGIONAL
NORTH YORKSHIRE SPORT
MISSION

“

To drive positive change through Sport and
Physical Activity in North Yorkshire. By driving
a strong and inclusive network, we support our
communities to inspire a healthier and happier
population across North Yorkshire...

They do this by bringing organisations, communities and individuals together to create
accessible, inspirational and sustainable sport and physical activity opportunities
across North Yorkshire.

STRATEGIC GOALS
✔ To contribute to healthy thriving communities across North Yorkshire
✔ To use the natural environment as a catalyst for wider health improvements
✔ To contribute to children and young people fulfilling their potential and feeling
healthy
✔ To support improvements in the health and economic stability of work age adults
and families
✔ To contribute to people ageing well and staying younger for longer

SPORTING FUTURE (2015)

✔ To strengthen our organisational sustainability and maintain the principles of good
governance and industry standards.

The UK Government published “Sporting future a new strategy for an active nation” in December
2015. Its stated ambition was for all
partners to deliver five key outcomes:

LOCAL

• Physical wellbeing
• Mental wellbeing
• Individual development
• Social and community development
• Economic development

TOWARDS AN ACTIVE
NATION (2016-21)
Marked a significant shift in attitude
for Sport England – away from its
historic focus on participation levels
within traditional organised sports,
to increasing ‘activity’ in general
and much stronger focus on tackling
inactivity.

HARROGATE & BOROUGH COUNCIL
MISSION

“
“

A healthier more active population living longer,
more productive and happier lives...

STRATEGIC GOALS

✔ Improve health and physical wellbeing
Increasing the proportion of the population that is active and the amounts of
activity undertaken will support efforts to reduce further the numbers who are
overweight or obese along with related illnesses such as type 2 diabetes, heart
disease and cancer which cost the NHS significant amounts to treat and are a
major cause of premature death.
✔ Be inclusive and remove barriers to participation
A range of opportunities to be active should be accessible to all residents and
visitors.
✔ Improve mental wellbeing and community cohesion
Participating in sport, leisure and physical activities can be an enjoyable and
sociable experience.
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OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES
BASED ON THE PRIORITIES WITHIN
HARROGATE & DISTRICT WE WILL
FOCUS ON THREE LONG TERM
OUTCOMES;

IMPROVED HEALTH
AND WELLBEING

OUTCOME 1
IMPROVED
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
WHAT LONG TERM OUTCOMES
DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE?
If the work we deliver is successful, we will see:
• Reduced strain on local health and social services

STRONGER, SAFER
AND CONNECTED
COMMUNITIES

• Reduced impact of socio-economic factors on health
• A reduction in preventable health-based issues based on poor life choices
• Improved mental wellbeing in the community

HOW WILL WE DO THIS?
ENHANCED LIFE
OPPORTUNITIES

• Inspiring children to adopt healthier lifestyles by providing sports coaching,
health education and teaching resources for schools
• Strengthening our relationship with national, public and third sector
health organisations.
• Championing and raising awareness of the importance of healthy and active
lifestyles amongst Harrogate Town AFC supporters.
• We will address lower levels of participation in sport and physical activity by
providing access to community sport for identified target groups.
• Providing a range of alternative targeted health interventions to support people
who do not normally engage with health services (e.g. men).
• Increase enjoyment of physical education by providing mentoring and support
to non PE specialists in schools.
• Delivering a range of activities to support people with poor mental health.
• Delivering mentoring sessions in schools to support pupils with confidence,
self esteem and resilience.

HOW WILL WE MEASURE SUCCESS
(MEDIUM TERM OUTCOMES)?
• Measured improvements in mental wellbeing of participants
• Measured sustained increase in physical activity levels of partciipants
• Measured improvement in lifestyle behaviours of partciipants
• Improvement in targeted health conditions (e.g. weight, diabetes, falls)
• Participants continue to participate in positive activity.
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OUTCOMES

OUTCOMES

OUTCOME 2

OUTCOME 3

STRONGER, SAFER AND
CONNECTED COMMUNITIES

ENHANCED
LIFE OPPORTUNITIES

WHAT LONG TERM OUTCOMES
DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE?

WHAT LONG TERM OUTCOMES
DO WE WANT TO ACHIEVE?

If the work we deliver is successful, we will see:

If the work we deliver is successful, we will see:

• Reduced levels of anti-social behaviour and crime.

• A reduction in the gap in life chances between communities.

• Improved quality of life.

• More people achieving their potential

• Improved community cohesion.
• An improved sense of belonging and togetherness
in the community.

HOW WILL WE DO THIS?

HOW WILL WE DO THIS?

• Inspiring primary school children in a number of subject areas from English and Maths
to teamwork, PHSE and sport by providing sports coaching, mentoring activities,
educational competitions and cross-curricular teaching resources.

• Providing access to safe community sport opportunities in areas associated
with above average anti-social behaviour

• Offering post-16 employability programmes that provide young people with the skills,
experience and qualifications they need to move into the world of work

• Providing opportunities for Police Community Support Officers to engage
with children and young people through our programmes

• Providing a range of volunteering and work experience opportunities for those
Not in Eduction and Employment (NEET)

• Providing inclusive sport based activities to engage with older adults and those
at risk of social isolation and loneliness

• Delivering employability and alternative provision for NEET children to support,
inspire and raise aspirations.

• Actively support local and national messaging campaigns in areas such as violence, education,
sharing relevant resources to raise awareness across the clubs fanbase and local community

• Delivering holiday course activities in identified areas to support
vulnerable children and young people outside of school time

• We will deliver workshops to children and community groups around themes
of inclusivity and diversity, using football as a tool for change

• Deliver adult based coach education (formal and informal)
to local coaches and volunteers.

• We will develop our relationship with targeted groups based in the
community to better promote and deliver activities

HOW WILL WE MEASURE SUCCESS
(MEDIUM TERM OUTCOMES)?

HOW WILL WE MEASURE SUCCESS
(MEDIUM TERM OUTCOMES)?
• Increase educational attainment of participants
• Reduction in 16-24 NEET

• Improved perception and interaction between local communities

• Improved school attendance of participants

• Communities to increase their social connections

• Increased employability and life skills

• Improved community opportunities

• Increased number of formal and informal coach education workshops

• Participants avoiding exposure to crime and anti-social behaviour

• Increased awareness of risk and crime related behaviours
• Increased number of people with a disability taking part in sport
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THEORY OF CHANGE

THEORY
OF CHANGE
THE ISSUE:
EXTENSIVE CUTS TO LOCAL AND
REGIONAL SERVICES CAUSE
BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION,
LEARNING AND SOCIAL
INTEGRATION, FURTHER LIMITING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITIES
TO STAY HEALTHY, HAPPY AND
CONNECTED.

HARROGATE & DISTRICT
CHALLENGES
POPULATION
• 1160,000 people live within our district
• 65% increase in people aged 65+ by 2041
• 14% of households are aged 65+ and living alone,
compared to 12% nationally
• 6.6% of residents are aged over 80+ compared to 4.9%
nationally
DEPRIVATION / LIFE EXPECTANCY
• One Lower Super Output Area (LSOA) is among the 20%
most deprived nationally (Bilton Woodfield)
• Life expectancy is 5 years lower for men in the most
deprived areas of Harrogate per 100,000 of the population
EMPLOYMENT / EDUCATION
• 4.4% of pupils absent from school for half a day or more,
compared to 4.8% nationally
• The proportion of pupils aged 5-15 with SEN in North
Yorkshire has increased slowly between 2016-2018
• 11.8% of individuals have Level 1 Qualifications,
compared to 13% nationally
• 3.6% rate of apprenticeships, compared to 4.3% in
North Yorkshire
TRANSPORT (% per 100,000 of the population)
• 68.7% average of road injury and death rate, compared to
42.6% nationally
CRIME
(Comparison year on year from May 2018 - April 2019,
to May 2019 – April 2020)
• 11.2% increase in violent crimes reported
• 13.7% increase in public order crime
• 37.8% increase in robbery
• 1.9% increase in antisocial behaviour
MENTAL HEALTH
• 10.3 suicides (per 100,000 of the population) compared to
9.9 nationally (2014-2016)
• 211.6 hospital stays for self harm, compared to 185.3
(national average per 100,000 of the population)
• 3,300 people within the district are living with depression

1
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LIFESTYLE & BEHAVIOUR
Smoking
• 14% Smoking prevalence in adults 18+, compared to
14.4% nationally
• 22.6% Smoking prevalence in adults 18-64 in routine and
manual occupations compared to 25.4% nationally
Alcohol (% per 100,000 of the population)
• 65% of admission episodes for alcohol (U18s) compared
to 31.6% nationally
• 69.1% of admission episodes for alcohol (Adults)
compared to 66.4% nationally
Obesity
• 21% of children in reception are obese, compared to
22% nationally
• 31% of Year 6 children are obese, compared to
34% nationally
• 58% of the adult population (proportionally) are
overweight or obese, compared to 61% nationally
Inactivity (% per 100,000 of the population)
• 66.1% of adults are physically active, compared to
66.3% nationally
• 61.9% of individuals carried out no physical activity in the
last 30 days, compared to 57.9% nationally
• 21% of individuals participated in less than 30 minutes a
week of exercise, compared to 25.1% nationally
ILLNESS AND DEATH
• 13,573 people are expected to be living with dementia by
2025 in North Yorkshire
• 78% of over 65’s are expected to have a higher rate of
dementia diagnosis, compared to 69% nationally
• 70% of people with dementia are living with at least one
other long-term health condition
• 68% of diabetes cases are diagnosed, compared to
78% nationally

Active Lives - Nov 17/18. Sources: (Local Authority Health Profiles 2018, North Yorkshire - Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 2019, Office for National Statistics, 2018-2024 Harrogate and District Profile, HBC
Sport and Leisure Strategy 2018-2023, Healthy Weight, Healthy Lives: Tackling overweight and obesity in North Yorkshire 2016-2026 )
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THEORY OF CHANGE

THEAORY OF CHANGE

INPUTS / ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS / MEASURES

OUTCOMES Short Term

OUTCOMES Medium Term

OUTCOMES Longer Term

STRATEGIC INPUTS 2019/2020

STAKEHOLDERS

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

STRONGER, SAFER, CONNECTED
COMMUNITIES

STRONGER, SAFER, CONNECTED
COMMUNITIES

• HTAFC brand, players and facilities
• Existing partnerships
• 1 full-time community staff member, 1 part-time
• 4 casual coaches
• 2x volunteers helping 10+ hour per week
• 4x community-based sessions per week
• 8x school-based sessions per week

• Number of:
- Organisations engaged
- Schools engaged
- Public sector organisations engaged
- Player appearances in the community
• Additional investment secured

• Increased in:
- % satisfied with programme
- Stakeholder awareness
- Investment
- Local stakeholder links
- Delivery coverage

PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPTAION BEHAVIOUR

• Improved perception and
interaction between local
communities
• Communities increase their social
connections opportunities to
connect
• Participants avoiding exposure to
crime and anti-social behaviour.

If the work we deliver is successful
we will see:
• Reduced levels of anti-social
behaviour and crime
• Improved community cohesion
• An improved sense of belonging
and togetherness in the
community
• Improved quality of life

• Numbers attending by:
- Gender
- Age
- BME communities
- Disability
- NEETs
- Health/lifestyle group
- Contact hours
- Frequency of attendance

• Increase in:
- Numbers of participants engaged
- % agreeing that activity has
helped towards medium term
Outcomes
- Knowledge/confidence/selfesteem
- % intending to change behaviour
• Recorded behaviour changes
(eg. health check, course sign-up)
• Improved;
- Understanding of health issues
and risks
- Short term self-reported lifestyle
behaviour changes
- Improved levels of motivation to
learn or engage

IMPROVED HEALTH
& WELLBEING

IMPROVED HEALTH
& WELLBEING

• Measured improvement in mental
wellbeing of participants
• Measured sustained increases
in physical activity levels of
participants
• Improvement in any targeted
health condition (e.g. weight,
diabetes, falls)
• Participants continue positive
Activity

Successful delivery will show:
• A Reduction in the strain on local
health and social services
• Reduced impact of socioeconomic
factors on health
• Reduction in preventable health
issue based on poor lifestyle
choices
• Improved mental wellbeing in
the community

ENHANCED LIFE OPPORTUNITIES

ENHANCED LIFE OPPORTUNITIES

• Reduction in 16-24 NEET
numbers
• Increased;
- Educational attainment of
participants
- Employability and life skills
- Awareness of risk and crime
related behaviours
- Number of people with a
disability taking part in sport
• Improved school attendance of
participants

Successful delivery will show:
• More opportunities and choices
for people to make
• More people achieving their
potential

HARROGATE TOWN AFC COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
PROGRAMMES 2019/2020
School Sport
• Premier League Primary Stars
• Teacher Training/Development
• Primary School Curriculum PE delivery programmes
• Healthy Lifestyle & Sports projects
• Primary School Sport Festivals and Tournaments
• Collapsed Curriculum/School take over days at HTAFC
Education & Learning
• Sport & Activity Apprenticeships
• Short term & Long term employability projects
• Primary & Secondary Alternative Education Projects
• Coach & Volunteer Education
• Life skills development
• Coach Education (Club & Community)
Inclusion
• Inclusion & diversity workshops
• Targeted sports based projects
• Disability projects
• Inclusive mass participation programmes/holiday
provision
Football/Development
• Player/Coach Development
• Holiday Camps
• Grassroots club support
• Targeted Community football projects for children and
adults
• Matchday Experiences (Team Superstars/Mascots)
• Birthday Parties at HTAFC
Health and Wellbeing
• Over 50’s Social & Activity Clubs
• Adult Fitness Programmes
• Walking Football Programme
• Community Sport Sessions
• Local, Regional and National Awareness Campaigns
• Heads Up Harrogate
• Mental Health Programme
• Harrogate Memories
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COACHING & VOLUNTEERING
• Number of:
- Coaching sessions
- People coached
- Volunteers recruited
- Volunteers retained
TRAINING & QUALIFICATIONS

COACHING & VOLUNTEERING

• Number of:
- Individuals attending non-accredited training
- Individuals enrolled on accredited qualifications
- Apprenticeships

• Number of:
- Coached sessions
- People coached
- Volunteers recruited
- Volunteers retained

DELIVERY

TRAINING & QUALIFICATIONS

• Number of:
- Programmes delivered
- Communities reached
- Targeted health interventions
- Targeted workshops delivered

• Number of:
- Participants supported off NEET
- New jobs/training/
apprenticeships supported
- Participants moved closer to
work or training
- Individuals gaining
qualifications (accredited/nonaccredited)
- Participants completing work
placement
• Improved % attitude to learning

HTAFC COMMUNITY FOUNDATION STRATEGY 2020-23

OUR VISION: HEALTHY, HAPPY AND CONNECTED COMMUNITIES

HARROGATE TOWN AFC COMMUNITY FOUNDATION CIO MODEL 2020-2023
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STRATEGIC AIMS

STRATEGIC
AIMS
IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE OUR VISION
AND OUTCOMES FOR OUR LOCAL
COMMUNITY, WE MUST CONTINUALLY
IMPROVE AND DEVELOP AS AN
ORGANISATION. WE HAVE IDENTIFIED
FIVE KEY AREAS OF THE ORGANISATION
TO IMPROVE AND ENHANCE OVER THE
NEXT THREE YEARS:

1. BUILD OUR CAPABILITY
We need to build the capability of the Community Foundation to ensure
high quality governance and operational excellence in our work over
the longer term.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS?

High quality governance is vital to the success and long
term growth of the organisation, the policies plans
and procedures put in place directly feed into work we
deliver, we need to ensure that as we grow we continue
to build on strong foundations and have the relevant
staffing numbers to continue to be successful and
impactful in all projects.

• By ensuring all our Trustees, staff and volunteers are
clear about the charity’s aims and ensure these are
delivered effectively and sustainably.

WHAT DO WE WANT TO CHANGE?
A well governed organisation, where our strategy,
policies and values are lived and breathed
operationally, underpinning everything we do and how
we do it.

BUILD OUR CAPABILITY

GROW OUR CHARITY

• By ensuring that the Trustee Board is diverse and
representative of the community it serves
• By ensuring that the organisation maintains the
highest level of safeguarding and provides a safe and
positive environment for children, young people and
vulnerable adults
• By continuing to review and develop robust, user
friendly policies and procedures that are embedded
across the organisation
• By strengthening our approach to continued
professional development across the whole
organisation
• By meeting the EFL Capability Status (CCOP) as
a quality assurance mark, continually looking to
improve and develop.

2. GROWING OUR CHARITY
Working closely with Harrogate Town AFC we would like to increase
local partnerships, grow income and funded programmes to extend
our reach and impact.

DELIVER CHANGE
DEMONSTRATE THE
VALUE AND IMPACT
WE MAKE
RAISE OUR PROFILE

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS?

The effective management of finances and other
assets is a key foundation for any organisation and will
enable us to succeed in delivering our charitable aims.
Diversifying our funding streams will provide improved
financial stability as the organisation grows. Building
our partners will help us achieve an even greater
impact.

• By developing realistic fundraising plans

WHAT DO WE WANT TO CHANGE?
A diverse portfolio of sustainable funding sources and
a strong network of partners locally and regionally to
deliver impact.

• By growing our unrestricted funds to ensure reserves
remain commensurate with the growth of the
organisation
• By building a series of challenge events and
community fundraising opportunities to increase our
voluntary income
• By securing income from statutory bodies,
fostering relationships and ensuring that we are
commissioning ready
• By working with our partner football club HTAFC to
access partners CSR budgets and networks
• By developing a network of strategic partners that
align with our core values
.
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STRATEGIC AIMS

STRATEGIC AIMS

3. DELIVERING CHANGE

5. RAISING OUR PROFILE

Ensuring our staff have the skills and developmental opportunities to
deliver high quality programmes and inspire the local community.

We want to significantly raise the profile of our charity – and the
Harrogate Town AFC brand to achieve greater recognition and support
for our work across the community.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS?

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS?

We understand that the biggest impact is made when
strong relationships are built and beneficiaries can see
we care. Our workforce is our most important asset in
doing this.

• By developing a culture and environment where staff
members can thrive and grow

We work with exceptional people and want to celebrate
their passion, resilience and talent. By sharing their
stories, we hope to attract others to join us, partner
with us and support us.

•B
 y being clear that we are the official charity of
Harrogate Town AFC

WHAT DO WE WANT TO CHANGE?

• By supporting, recognising and rewarding those who
volunteer to support us

WHAT DO WE WANT TO CHANGE?

•B
 y developing a Communications Plan that embraces
digital platforms, creating and sharing content
through our channels

A skilled, diverse and passionate workforce who feel
valued and are capable of inspiring our beneficiaries to
achieve their potential.

• By identifying current and future workforce needs
and strengthening our approach to continual
professional development for staff and volunteers

• By collecting regular feedback from our beneficiaries
to measure the quality of the service they receive.

We want people to understand who we are, our
relationship with the club, the breadth of our work
and the impact we make. We also want communities
that we work with to develop an affinity with HTAFC
(growing the fanbase).

•B
 y sharing and celebrating the achievements of our
beneficiaries, big and small, through stories, videos
and case studies

•B
 y increasing public awareness that although being
a key part of what we do, we are more than just a
football club
•B
 y advocating the impact of sport as a vehicle for
social good, promoting ourselves throughout the
public, private and third sectors as an organisation
that achieves positive outcomes

4. DEMONSTRATING
IMPACT AND VALUE

•B
 y holding a calendar of community events to engage
local businesses, supporters, and stakeholders to
showcase our work across the year.

We want to clearly demonstrate the value of our work, using monitoring and
evaluation of our performance to guide future delivery and increase the long
term impact of our activities.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

HOW WE WILL ACHIEVE THIS?

We need to understand the impact of our work to
better inform our investment decisions, to show we are
meeting our charitable objects and to show funders
and stakeholders the impact we can make.

• By implementing an impact measurement
framework which enables us to measure success in
the short, medium and long term

WHAT DO WE WANT TO CHANGE?
Ensure that clear, robust and transparent systems are
in place that allow us to measure impact and shape
our future programmes.

• By actively listening to stakeolders and providing
opportunities for our beneficiaries to shape
programmes through collaboration
• By being clear about the change we want to create
and how we intend to create it using a ‘Theory of
Change’
• By collecting relevant data that will help us build a
research and evidence base that identifies current
and future trends and the ongoing needs of our local
communities
• By using the data we collect to create impact reports,
case studies and to tell the stories of our participants
journeys
• By sharing this impact with key stakeholders, funders
and the local community.
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ENABLERS

ENABLERS

Harrogate
Town
AFC

Public
Health

FUNDING PARTNERS
As a self-funding charitable organisation, we rely on
securing grants from funders who share our vision of
making a difference in our communities.

MAINTAINING CURRENT
PARTNERSHIPS
The delivery of our strategy is reliant upon programme
partners co-operation and skills to ensure we service
communities within Harrogate and District. We will
continue to develop partner relationships, ensuring
regular communication and support whilst proactively
engaging in quality assurance processes to ensure
that our partners are retained. Our Manager will
maintain dialogue with local partners and will attend
key stakeholder groups and networks to keep abreast
of local needs.Developing new partnerships As well
as looking after the partners that we aim to retain; it
is also important that we continue to evolve and use
our local partners to showcase our work and outputs.
By understanding the landscape and programmes
offered within Harrogate and District we will consult
with and engage with new partners to add value and
make a change within our community. Attending
new stakeholder groups and networks will raise the
Community Foundations profile.

North
Yorkshire
Police

Local Authorities
Health, Education,
Community Safety,
Social Care and
Leisure Teams

Our
Trustees

Active
Networks

The
Fooball
Association
Local Businesses
and Employers

ENABLERS
NETWORK
To make it possible for us
to deliver our strategy,
we will need to work with
all our partners in our
ecosystem network

Other
Community Club
Organisations

Harrogate
School Sports
Partnership

FUNDRAISING/SPONSORS
We will actively seek partners to support Harrogate
Town AFC Community Foundation CIO through
sponsorship of programmes, bespoke initiatives and
themes. Our aim is to support and deliver partner
organisations Community Social Responsibility plans
which are consistent with our mission. Working with
like-minded organisations who have the community
at heart is important to us when creating sustainable
relationships that have mutual benefits for both
organisations.

National
Health
Service

Grassroots
Clubs

North
Yorkshire
Sport

West Riding
County FA

Professional
Footballers
Association

English
Football
League

Fooball
Foundation

Football
Foundation

Sport
England

Premier
League
Communities
National
Governing Bodies
of Sport
The
Youth
Service

Charities
Commission

Our
staff and
volunteers

Our
Participants

Education
providers, Schools
Nurseries, Academics,
Pupil referral units,
Colleges and
Universities

Politicians
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HARROGATE TOWN AFC

COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION
For more information about the foundation
or to get involved email community@harrogatetownafc.com

www.htafccommunity.co.uk

Registered Charity Number - 1186826
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